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Abstract 
In this paper the long time asymptotic behavior of solutions of semilinear symmetric
hyperbolic system including Maxwell s equations and the scalar waveequation in an ar
bitraty domain are investigated The possibly nonlinear damping term may vanish on
a certain subset of the domain It is shown that the solution decays weakly to zero if
and only if the initialstate is orthogonal to all stationary states In the case that the
nonlinear damping is in addition montone also strong local Lqconvergence is shown
AMS  B Q L L 	
A
  Introduction
The subject of this paper the long time asymptotic behavior of solutions of semilinear

















E x  ExF x  Fx 
Here E  C L IRM and F  C L IRN are the unknown functions
depending on the time t   and the spacevariable x     IR is an arbitrary domain
Hk  IRNM are constant matrices E   L IRMM and E   L IRNN are

positive symmetric variable matrices which depend on the spacevariable x   and
satisfy E    and E    on 
def
  nG with some subset G  
The generally nonlinear function S    IRM  IRM satises
St xy   for all x     nG
and St x    for all x   t  
That meams that the dampingterm St xE is only present on a certain subset G  
The following coercivenessassumption is imposed
ySxy  x min fjyjp jyjg for all y  IRM  x  G
Here p   and   LG is a positive function on G which does not necessarily
have a uniform positive lower bound on G
This means that St xy is allowed to be bounded as jyj   and jSt xyj behaves
like jyjp for small jyj For example St xE
def
 xjEjq  jEjqE with q  
is possible
A domain DB  L IRMN containing C  IR


















is skewadjoint on DB ie B   B with respect to a weighted scalarproduct The
choice of DB involves boundaryconditions on   supplementing 
A physically important example for this system are Maxwell sequations describing the
propagation of the electromagnetic eld
 tE  curl H St xE and  tH   curl E 
supplemented by the initialboundary conditions
n E   on   n H   on   
E x  ExH x  Hx 
In      and 
def
  n EH denote the electric and magnetic eld respectively
which depend on the time t   and the spacevariable x   and St xE describes a
possibly nonlinear resistor The dielectric and magnetic susceptibilities    L are
assumed to be uniformly positive
For   the operator B is dened in the space X
def
 L CI by
BEF
def
  curl F curl E for EF  DB
def
 WE WH 

Here WH is the closure of C

 IR
 n CI in Hcurl where Hcurl is the space of all
E  L CI with curl E  L
WE denotes the set of all E  Hcurl such thatZ
	
E curl F F curl Edx   for all F  WH 
which includes a weak formulation of the boundarycondition n  E   on  see 
Another example for  is the rstorder system corresponding to the initial
boundaryvalueproblem of the scalar waveequation with nonlinear damping see  
	
 t   div Er Sx  t 	
supplemented by the initialboundaryonditions
   on    

 x  fx and  t x  fx 
for initialdata f 

H  and f  L
 Here E  L IR is a symmetric
matrixvalued function satisfying E   on    nG
Note that u
def
  tEr  C L
 IR
 solves the system
 tu   div u u
 Eru St xu    
which is of the form 
The set N of stationary states for  is the set of all u  DB with









From the assumptions on S it follows
fEF  ker B  E   on Gg  N 
Conversely assume u  EF  DB with Bu  F tu   Since B is skewadjoint
this yields   u Bu 	X   u F tu 	X
R
	 uSt xEdx which implies E  
on G by the coerciveness assumption Hence the set of stationary states is given by
N  fEF  ker B  E   on Gg
The aim of this paper is to show
EtFt
t
  in L weakly 







dx   for all e f  N  
In the case of Maxwell s equations  the condition  on EF implies
div E   on  and div H   on  
since N contains all elements of the form rr




The proof of  is based on a suitable modication of the approach in   for the
case that the operator B does not necessarily have purely discrete spectrum The basic
idea is to show that for each f  C IR n fg and g  EF the function fiBg
is realanalytic and vanishes on G where EF denotes the limitset with respect
to the weak topology of the orbit belonging to the initialstate EF This implies
fiBg   for all f  C IR n fg and hence g  ker B Here the operator fiB can
be dened by the spectraltheorem since iB is selfadjoint in L CIMN




  for all  	 r   and compact sets K  
if the initialdata EF  L obey condition 
Finally  is used to prove that the solution the waveequation 	
 in an arbitrary
domain   IR decays with respect to the energynorm on each bounded subdomain of
 The case of a bounded domain has been considered in  and  Here the domain 
is not necessarily bounded For all R   f 

H  and f  L







For an arbitrary open set K  IR the space of all innitely dierentiable functions with
compact support contained in K is denoted by C K
Let   IR be a connected domain and let    be an open subset such that
G
def
  n  has nonempty interior The variable matrices E
   L IR MM and
E   L IR NN assumed to be symmetric and uniformly positive in the sense that
y  E xy  cjyj
 and z  E xz  cjzj
 
for all x   y  IRM and z  IRN with some c   independent of x y z
Next
E x   and E x   for all x     nG 

The assumptions on S    IRM  IRM are the following
St xy   if x     nG 	
S   y measurable for xed y  IRM  

and Lipschitzcontinuous ie there exists L   such that
jSt xy St x yj 	 Ljy  yj for all y y  IRM and x   
jSt xyj 	 C  ySt xy 	 for all t   x  Gy  IR
M 
with some C   Moreover
ySxy  x min fjyjp jyjg for all y  IRM  x  G 
Here   LG with  	  and p   The function  does not necessarily have
a uniform positive lower bound on G It follows from the two latter assumptions that
St xy   if and only if y   for all x  G
In the sequel Lq K denotes for a measurable subset K  G the weighted L
qspace








where q   and  as in 
The matrices Hj  IRNM obey the following algebraic condition which is fullled in





















for all   IR 
Let W  L CIM be the space of all e  L CIM with
P
k  kHke  L
 in the
sense of distributions endowed with the norm
jjejjW
def






Furthermore let DA with C  CI
M  DA be closed subspace of W with respect






 kHke for e  DA 
Then the adjoint operator A  obeys C  CI






kF for all F  DA
  

For a vector w  CIMN we denote by w the rst M and by w the last N components
of w










 EB with E
def











for w  DB It turns out that B is a densely dened skew selfadjoint operator in the
Hilbertspace X
def







This follows from the closedness of A which implies that A    A  A It is advantageous
for following considerations to consider a complex space X But whenever the St xE
occurs in an equation the function E is of course assumed to be realvalued
Now let N be the set of all a  ker B with ax   for all x  G
Moreover let X
def
 N be the space of all w  X with  uw 	X  for all u  N 




hut aiX  hut BaiX  hF tut aiX for all a  DB 








 is equivalent to the variation of constant formula
ut  exp tBw 
Z t

exp t sBF susds 	
where exp tBtIR is the unitary group generated by B Since F t   is assumed to be
Lipschitzcontinuous in X by assumption  it follows from a standard result that this
integalequation has a unique solution u  C X see 
 ch	












dx 	  

In the sequel T  w  C X denotes the unique solution to  in the sense of


 Weak convergence for t 
In the following lemma it is shown in particular that T  w  L X  i e
jjT twjjX is bounded as t
Lemma  Suppose w  X and ut
def
 T tw  ThenZ 





jjF tutjjXdt 	 Cjjwjj

X
with some C   independent of w  Moreover
u  L
p L K for all bounded measurable subsets K  G 
Proof  Let ut  EtFt
def
 T tw By the assumptions  on S one has
jjF t fjjX 	 ChF t f fi for all f  X











This implies  by Gronwall s lemma
To prove  let f  X and dene ab  LG IRM by ax
def
 f x if jfxj 	 
and ax
def
  if jfxj 	  Moreover bx
def




Then it follows from assumption  that
axSt x ax  xjaxjp and bxSt xbx  xjbxj
for all x  G Holder s inequality yields
jjfjjL  K 	 jjajjL  K  jjbjjL  K 



























 CK hf  F t fi
p  hf  F t fi 	 CK

  jjf jjpX

hf  F t fip
Finally the assertion follows from  and 
 
	
Lemma  X 
DBn is dense in X 
DBm for all mn  IN with m  n 
Proof 
Let w  X 
DBm and dene w
def
 n  Bnw  DBn for  	  Then
jjBkw wjjX 
 jjBkw    BnBkwjjX

  for all k  f   mg
Suppose a  N  Then
 w  a 	X w 
n Bna 	X w a 	X 
Hence w  X By  the proof is complete
 




e  A Ae and f  AA f on  for all e  ran A 
DA and f  ran A
DA  
with Ae  DA  and A f  DA 




Let u  C  CI













































Now assume w  ran B 















for all u  C  which means B

w  w in the sense of distributions
To prove ii let w  X 
 DB Suppose u  C  CI
MN and dene u
def

B u  C

  CI
MN  DBn  Then  yields Bu   and hence u  N  In
particular   hw ui because w  X Since E   on  it follows Bu  Bu  DB
and u  B u With w  X and u  N one obtains
  hw uiX  hw B









Since for all u  C  CI
MN is arbitrary the assertion follows
 
Remark  Due to the facts that generally E j   and a   on G for all a  N we
have w  B
w

on G for all w  X 
DB in general 




  curl  curl w  The condition w  X
 implies
div w   on  and div w   on  as mentioned in the introduction but it
does not provide any information on the divergence of w on the set G since a   on
G for all a  N  
In the next lemma it is shown that X is an invariant space of T t
Lemma  i  T tw a 	X w a 	X for all w  X a  N and t   
ii T tw  X for all w  X and t   
Proof 
Suppose w  X and a  N  that means a  ker B and a   on G Then  and
	 yield
 T tw a 	X exp tBw
Z t

exp t sBF s T swds a 	X
 w exp tBa 	X 
Z t

 F s T sw exp s tBa 	X ds
 w a 	X 
Z t

 F s T sw a 	X ds  w a 	X 





In the sequel let w denote the limitset of the solution T  w with respect to the





 g in X weakly that means with  T tnw f 	X
n
 g f 	X for all
f  X
Since the T  w  L X by lemma  the weak limitset w in nonempty
for all w  X




 T tw for t  IR Suppose g  X and tn
n
  with T tnw
n
 g in X
weakly Since
utn  t  exp tButn 
Z tnt
tn
exp tn  t BFud
by 	 it follows from lemma   that











for all t  IR and hence
utn  t
n
 exp tBg in X weakly for all t  IR 




IR t exp tBgdt and f
 n def
R
IR tutn  tdt









thexp tBghiXdt  hf hiX
for all h  X  ie f  n
n
 f weakly In particular
f  n
n
 f in L
G  L K weakly for all bounded K  G 
On the other hand it follows from lemma  iii that











for all t  IR Here a b  IR with supp   a b  and  yield







IR t exp tBgdt This implies
exp tBg

  on G for all t  IR 	
Since iB is selfadjoint in X fiB 
R
IR fdE can be dened by the spectraltheorem
for a Borelmeasurable function f  IR CI Here EIR denotes the family of spectral




ft exp tBudt for all u  X 































  on G 
Moreover








where f  f In particular  and  yield in the case that f is replaced by
g
def





  on G
and hence by 
fiBg   on G 

Since Ex   on  nG    yield
BfiBg  BfiBg  fiBg for all f  C

 IR n fg 
with f  f
In particular it follows by induction
fiBg   ran B 
DB
n
  with B
n
 fiBg  B
nfiBg 
for all f  C IR n fg and n  IN 
The aim of the following considerations is to show that fiBg is real analytic on 
This will be achieved by means of a local integral representation
Let f  C IR n fg and choose   C

 IR n fg with    on supp f  Dene
Ft
def
 exp tBiBg  
Z
IR
 exp t Bgd
Then  and lemma  i yield
 tFt  B
Ft  BFt  F 
in particular
 nt F  B
nF   LIR L and
nF  Bn F   B
nF   LIR L for all n  IN
which implies F  CIR  and
 jt  
F  LIR K for all compact K   j  IN and   IN

  
Suppose x   and choose R 	  with BR   Let
Kx 
def
 jxj f  jxj for   IR and x  IR







ny Kx y ryFj y 


















f exp BiBgj xd

 fiBiBgjx  
fiBgjx
For all x  BRx and all y  BRx with y  x one has by 
div y Kx y ryFj y Fj yryKx y 
 Kx y yFj y Fj yyKx y 
 Kx y  Fj y Fj y 

Kx y 





ny Kx y ryFj y 	












div y Kx y ryFj y






  Kx y  Fj y
Fj y Kx y ddy  
since Kx y 
jj
  and  Kx y 
jj
  whereas F and  F remains bounded
as jj   by  for xed y  x






ny Kx y ryFj y 

Fj yryKx y dSyd
Since f  C IR there exists a constant C   with
  j f  kj 	 Ck for all   IR and k  IN

















for all   IR with jj 	 R     and k  IN  Now it follows from  and





fiBg x  j 	 Cjj
k
for all   IR with jj 	 R     and k  IN  which yields the analycity of
fiBg
Next this analycity yields by  and the assumptions that G has nonempty interior
and  is connected that
fiBg   for all f  C IR n fg 
Choose a sequence fn  C

 IR n fg n  IN with jfnj 	  and fn
n
  for
  IR n fg and fn
n
 
By the spectraltheorem  implies
  hfniBg giX
n
 h PkerBg giX
and hence g  PkerBg  ker B Together with 	 this yields g  N  which completes
the proof
 
Theorem  Suppose w  X 
Then T tw
t
  in X weakly if and only if w  X  N  
Proof 
First suppose that T tw
t
  in X weakly From lemma  i it follows
 w a 	X T tw a 	X
t
  for all a  N  ie w  X
To prove the converse assume that w  X Then it follows from lemma  i that
w   Hence it suces to show that it can contain at most the zeroelement
Since w  X lemma  yields w  X
  N By the previos theorem it follows
w  N 
N  fg
 
Let P be the orthogonalprojector on N in X

Corollary  Let w  X be arbitrary  Then T tw
t




 Pw  N and u t
def




  in X weakly  
Since a   on G   n  assumption 	 yields
F tu t  a  F tu t for all t   
Since u  soves  and a  N  ker B it follows with  that u a also solves 
 in the sense of  with initialcondition u   a  w Hence T tw  u t  a
and the assertion follows from 
 
 Strong Lqconvergence of solutions
The aim of the following considerations is nd sucient conditions for strong convergence
Assume that in addition St xy is independent of t ie St xy  Sxy and
Sxy Sx y y  y   
for all t  y  IRM and x  G with some function S   IRM  IRM 
The main purpose of this assumption is to ensure that T tw  DB  tT tw  L

and BT  w  L X  i e jjBT twjjX is bounded as t   if w  DB
as shown in the following lemma For examle in the linear case St x y  t xy the
condition that S is independent of t can be replaced by the weaker assumption
 t  L
G and j tt xj 	 Ct x
for all t   and x  G with some constant C independent of t x
Lemma  For all w  DB one has
T  w  W   X 
 L DB 
Proof 
It follows from the assumption that there is a nonlinear operator F  X  X with
F tw  Fw and
j  Fw F ww w 	X	  for all w w  X

Suppose w  DB and set ut
def





   F t ut  F tutut  ut 	X
   Fut   Futut  ut 	X	 
Hence
j jjjut  utjjX 	 j j
jjuwjjX 
Now it follws from 	 that
uw  exp B w 
Z 

exp   sBF susds
Since w  DB one has exp B w

 Bw inX strongly and hence
lim



















Now  and  yield u  W   X and
jj tujjL   X 	 jjBwjjX KjjwjjX
Next  yields for all c  DB
j  ut Bc 	X j 	 jj tutjjX  jjF tutjj jjcjjX
	 jjBwjjX KjjwjjX  jjF tutjj jjcjjX
Finally this implies ut  DB   DB and
jjButjjX 	 jjBwjjX KjjwjjX  jjStutjjX
	 C jjBwjjX  jjwjjX
with some C   independent of w
 

Lemma  i Let K   be a bounded open set with K   
Then w  HK and
jjwjjH K 	 CKjjwjjD B for all w  X
 
DB
with some constant CK   depending only on K 
ii Suppose in addition E    on all of  
Let U   be a bounded open set with U   
Then F  HU and
jjFjjH U 	 CU jjwjjD B for all w  EF  X
 
DB
with some constant CU   depending only on U  
Proof 
i Let K   be a bounded open set with K   Choose   C  with    on
K Suppose w  X 







































































By lemma  the estimate holds for all w  X 
DB
To prove ii consider rst f  DA  
  ker A  with A f  DA
Since ker A   ranA lemma  i yields f  AA f  From a similar cuto argument
as in the proof of the rst part it follows that
jjf jjH U 	 CU








Since the set of all f  DA  
  ker A  with A f  DA is dense in
DA  
  ker A   holds for all f  DA  
  ker A 
Now let EF  X 
DB
Since  g  N it follows from the assumption E    on  that
hF giL   hEF  giX   for all g  kerA
 
in particular F  DA  
  ker A  Finally the assertion follows from 
 
Remark  As described in remark  the Hlocregularty of w for w  X
 
 DB does
generally not hold on the set G   n  even if E j   on  
Lemma  Suppose E    on  
Then EtFt
def





for all compact sets K   and U   w  EF  X
 
DB and r    
Proof  Lemma  and lemma  yield
u  EF
def
 T  w  L DB 
X 	
Hence it follows from lemma  and Sobolev s imbedding theorem that
fEt  t  g is precompact in LrK and fFt  t  g is precompact in LrU





In the next lemma the strong Lrlocconvergence of u on the set G is proved which in
general does not follow from lemma  see remark 
Lemma  Suppose w  EF  X R 	  and r    
Then EtFt
def






Proof  Let ut  EtFt
def







Suppose  	  With  	  as in  one has G 
S
nINfx  G  x 	 ng Therefore




M jG R nG R j
 r 	  

and
x  c for all x  G
 R
 
with some positive constant c 	  In 
 jG R n G
 R
 j denotes the Lebesguemeasure
of this set
From  and lemma  one obtains
E  Lp L G
 R
   L
p LG R  
Lemma  yields
E  W   L  W   LG R  





is uniformly continuous and integrable









































	M jG R nG R j
 r 	 
Finally the assertion follows from  and  since  	  is arbitrary
 
Theorem  Suppose E    on   Then it follows for all q    w  EF  X



















Suppose  	  Choose a compact set K  U 
  with M jU 
  n Kj q 	 
Then Holder s inequality yields
jjEtjjLq U 	 jjEtjjLq UG  jjEtjjLq K  jjEtjjL  UjU 
  nKj
 q
	 jjEtjjLq UG  jjEtjjLq K  
Now lemma 	 and lemma 
 yield lim supt jjwtjjLq U 	  which proves the assertion
for w  EF  X 
DB





jjT tw T t wjjX
   F t T tw F t T t w T tw T t w 	X	 
and therefore
jjT tw T t wjjX 	 jjw wjjX
With jjujjLq U jjujjL  U 	 CqU jjujjX for all u  X the assertion follows for arbitrary
w  EF  X from the density of X 
DB in X as shown in lemma 
 
In the case of Maxwell s equations  the assumption E    on  can be omitted
using the compactnessresult in   and 
Under the general assumptions considered so far it cannot be expected that the asser
tion of the previons theorem holds for q   or sets U which may overlap the boundary
  However for the system corresponding to the scalar waveequation the result can be
improved in this direction Consider
 t   div Er Sx  t 
supplemented by the initialboundaryonditions
   on    
 x  fx and  t x  fx 
Here the nonlinear function S  IR  IR obey the assumptions    According
to  it is assumed that S is independent of t and monotone with respect to y  IR

For a domain    let H be the usual rst order Sobolev space and

H 




H  is dened as the set of all f 

H  such that
Af
def
  div Erf  L
It is well known that for f 

H  and f  L problem    admits a unique
solution   C

H  with  t  C L The usual energyestimate
yields
 t  L
Lr  L L 	
If in addition f 

H  and f  DA then   C DA





t   L
L div Er  A   L L 

In order to consider problem    is the setting of section  the following operators




H  CI A
def
 r DA  is the space of all vectorelds







 EAw   div w w
 Erw
for w  DB
Suppose   C

H  is for f 

H  and f  L
 a solution of
problem    Then u
def
  tEr  C L
 IR




hut aiX  hut BaiX  hFut aiX for all a  DB
where F  L
 IR
 L IR
 is dened by
Fu
def
  S u   
If f  DA and f 

H  then u  DB and hence by lemma 
u  L DB whence again 

Next it is shown that
rt
t
  and  tt
t
  in L weakly 

for all f 

H  and f  L For this purpose let w
def
 f Erf  L IR

Then  tt Ert  ut  T tw solves  In order to apply theorem  it suces
to show
w  X 	
Suppose a  N  Then a 

H  with ra   which implies a   Moreover
div a  a













H  Thus 	 and  are proved In the following theorem local strong
convergence in the energynorm is shown
Theorem  For all R   f 








By a densityargument it suces to consider f  DA and f 

H 






 xt x It follows easily from 











 BR is bounded the imbedding

H  
 BR  L 
 BR is compact
Hence
ft  t  g is precompact in L 
BR 	
and f tt  t  g is precompact in L
 
 BR 	

















for all t t  
which implies by 	 
 and 	 also
frt  t  g is precompact in L 
BR 	
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